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P A V V L A 

“secretly hoping you catch me looking” is  PAVVLA’s second album, 

published by the end of 2018. Behind PAVVLA is Paula Jornet, a very 

talented 22-year-old woman born in Barcelona who studied songwriting at 

BIMM Brighton before publishing her first and acclaimed debut 

“Creatures”, an album that helped her to be considered one of the most 

important new indie acts of the country. In just 1 year and a half, she 

managed to do a hundred concerts in festivals as Primavera Sound, 

Tomavistas Festival or VIDA Festival, and also abroad in countries as USA 

(SXSW), UK, Germany or Switzerland. She has also been featured in 

international media as NPR or BBC and the most important national press 

with interviews and amazing albums and gigs reviews what made her to be 

considered as one of the emerging indie artists of the moment in Spain with 

performances in some of the most important festivals and thousands of 

listeners on streaming platforms, especially in the UK where she did two 

shows during her debut tour in Brighton and London.  



With an explosive yet intimate live show, PAVVLA champions the stage as 

one of a kind. Expressive, powerful yet mystic and nocturnal PAVVLA takes 

the stage with her gray wig ready to conquer your world and to keep 

demonstrating why her music has been acclaimed everywhere. 

  

“I talked about Pavvla on the All Songs Considered SXSW preview show 

and getting to see her play on Thursday was one of the week’s more 

memorable moments. The young singer from Barcelona, her drummer and 

her keyboardist get bonus points for pulling it off at one of the worst 

imaginable locations — sandwiched between two large pillars, outside, at 

the end of a swimming pool … at a hotel. The front desk clerk had to wave 

his security badge over the entrance to the pool area to let me in. But the 

performance was nothing short of enchanting. Her voice is swoon-worthy 

and the music is a transfixing mix of mysterious electronics and gently 

strummed guitar. Pavvla sells out shows back home in Spain. Here’s hoping 

they can do the same here in the States.” —Robin Hilton, All Songs 

Considered NPR (USA)



secretly hoping you catch me looking  
SHYCML (secretly hoping you catch me looking) draws clearly the concept change of his debut. If 

“Creatures” was an album made from nostalgia, this new album is a roguish ode to life and love. It is a power 

hymn for those who love themselves, with no fears, with no modesty despite the insecurities that everyone 

has. It is an album made from self-love, from own trust.  

9 songs ringing under the backdrop of nocturnality and a frantic life surrounding everything with 

contemporaneity and vivacity. 

PAVVLA premiered 3 songs before releasing SHYCML. “none of the above” and “something new” were 

released as the two first singles of her new album while “unbreakable” was premiered worldwide during NPR 

show “all songs considered” by Robin Hilton.  

Track list of the album: 

intro (u) 

the world stopped the day you were born 

something new 

burnt to ashes 

unbreakable 

none of the above 

it could be 

dance alone 

secretly hoping you catch me looking 

This last song was the last single released off the album.



Some press / International & National 

Mondo Sonoro: 

 

NPR:



 

 

Enderrock:
BBC:

https://www.bbc.com/news/newsbeat-43867724 

https://www.bbc.com/news/newsbeat-43867724
https://www.bbc.com/news/newsbeat-43867724


 

 

Indiespot / Best 2018 albums: Radio3 / Best 2018 albums:

Music News:



 

Qualsevol Nit: Indiemaster:

The Revue:



 

           El Periódico: 

S Moda: i-D vice:



Also, PAVVLA has been featured in Alfred García’s album (a really famous singer in Spain) with the song “Wonder” that they composed together. In 

the album, there are some others collaborations with big Spanish bands and singers: Santi Balmes (Love of Lesbian), Carlos Sadness and Amaia. 

“Wonder” is one of the most streamed songs of the album and was released as one of the 50 viral Spanish songs in Spotify.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUEANPgO7NQ  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUEANPgO7NQ


Streaming 
 
Official Spotify playlists: 

 



Official NPR playlist (National Public Radio of USA) / Staff Picks 



Where they listen:  
TOP 10: 
#1 UK / #2 USA / #3 Spain



Live shows: 
 
Below: PAVVLA’s debut tour dates, finished on April 2018

Some of the dates we already have for secretly hoping you catch me 
looking include shows at Eurosonic in Groningen, Primavera Sound 2019, 
or Mallorca Live Festival. Also, she will present her album officially in 

Barcelona and Madrid on January 31st and February 14th during Festival 
Millenni and SON Estrella Galicia. 

She was also one of the surprise artists of the Secret Vida festival along 

artists like Temples or Jose Gonzalez, last December. 

We are currently working in a support UK tour during Spring. 

You can find all the info about her next gigs on our website:  
 
http://www.luup.cat 

http://www.luup.cat






Videos (music videos / live videos…) 

of secretly hoping you catch me looking (2018) 

* click on the picture to watch the video



Directed by Cristina Tomás

none of the above

Directed by Paula Jornet

something new

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3-DHxJzirM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z0JE1wGyCG0


Directed by Alex Maruny

secretly hoping you
catch me looking

Directed Cristina Tomás

intro (u) - lyric video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fwwIXrMhbf8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vomEE6Z3pYw


Directed by Cristina Tomás

unbreakable - lyric 
video

Directed by Cristina Tomás

dance alone - lyric 
video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ngVmOsag934
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGlvzaFkZ2M


Directed by Cristina Tomás

secretly hoping you 
catch me looking - 

lyric video

by Cristina Tomás

live @ Secret VIDA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QNgytUd1Ilg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fb9TZ7ifk3A


of Creatures (2016) 

* click on the picture to watch the video



Directed by Jordi Vissi

YOUNG

Directed by Alex Maruny

This is not a movie

Directed by Cristina Tomás

Planets and stars

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5Ogz7mhE2E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWkgpsFfoNU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecmUEtUmKrw


live at Balcony TV Barcelona

this is not a movie
live at Festival Interludi

GUNS

Show at MMVV Festival (Main Stage) EPK"Afraid of the Dark" tour 
(2016- 2018)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gSK7vZj28LI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4oEkHTvSs_4&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bpc2yyTeXYM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kof4aNuspNg


More about 
PAVVLA on her 

social media

Management & booking: 
meri@luup.cat 

 
Press: 

alicia@aliciaweb.es

luup.cat

https://www.facebook.com/pavvlamusic
https://twitter.com/pavvla_
https://www.instagram.com/pavvla_/
https://open.spotify.com/artist/6VyWLGXsjUekjMDWZ1jcwU?si=Kng1FeBc

